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Medical authorities are unanim.o.is in asserting the efficacy of
the natural mineral water of Contrexeville (Pavillon Spring)
and have indicated it as the only one wi ose use is supreme
in GOUT, GRAVEL, DIABETES and UPINARY DISEASES.

To quote but a few names : Professors I-orv.,, CHARCOT,
TROUSSEAU, BOUCHARDAT, CIVIALE, SIR D. D..., BARTHO-
LOMEw's Hospital London; Doctors DURAND-FARDEL, -EGRAND
DU SAULLE, CAUDMONT, MILLET (Tours), F. R. C...., Ex-Pre-
sident of the Royal Collège of Physicians of Ireland; all
these have drawn the attention of the profession to the great.
importance of the results which might be obtained through
its use with regard to the public health.

ARTHRITISM, so common an affection, which is but a precursor
ot the diseascs above enumerated, entirely disappears undcr
the influence of the reg-ular administration of Contrexeville
water (Pavillon Spring).

Whether taken on an empty stomach or durin; meals, alone or
mixed with other beverages (in which it produces no change),
or at night when rctirinîg to rest, it invariably corrects all
fauits of assimilation and brings back health.

So perfectly digestible is this water that Dr Pâtissier, member of
Paris Academy of Medecine, has called it the a stomach's

frienZd »..

It is noteworthy that in his report to the Paris Academy of
Medecine Ductor Pcschier says : « The Pavillon Spring, solely
on account of the multiplicity and persistence of the cures its
waters have disseminated all over the wu' ld, has reached
such a point oj public notoriety that its naine is as much
identified with gravel and gout as that of ilphate ofquinine
with intermittent fever. Such recognition of its properties is
wide, universal and incontestable. »
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